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Abstract 
The fundamental groups of closed 4-manifolds which tibrc o\cr a hyperbolic surface. with 
fibrc also a hyperbolic surface. constitute a natural class of’peomctrical groups, herein &noted 
by 2’. Such groups arc torsion free and even satisfy Poincarc‘ duality. WC study their 
commensurability classes and establish criteria which enable us to rule out certain group 
extensions from membership of 2’. In consequence. wc are able to show that 2’ is not closed 
under torsion-free extension by tinitc groups. At the geometrical lcvcl. this leads to the 
construction of certain closed 4-manifolds which whilst not themselves fibring in the desired 
manner. neverthclcss. possess finite coverings which do. 
0. Introduction 
This paper is a study, by algebraic and geometric techniques. of a class of non- 
abelian group extensions and their finite extensions groups. By a S~fi~e group 
we will mean the fundamental group of a surface of genus .I/ 2 2: generally. the term 
Surfircc~ will mean a smooth closed connected manifold of dimension two and genus 
2 3: this restriction is demanded by the techniques we employ, but is. in any case. 
natural. 
The class of Surface groups will be denoted by 2. and C2 will denote the class of 
extensions of the form 1 + C, --$ G + Zz + I. where Z,. Z2 are Surface groups. By 
a Szr~fkc~ ,fihruth we mean a smooth four-dimensional manifold X which is the total 
space of a smooth fibre bundle Z’ + X + L” in which both fibre C’ and base 27’ are 
Surfaces. Since the long homotopy exact sequence fibration reduces to a group 
extension 
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the fundamental group of a Surface fibration is ;I Z’ group. We have shown elsewhere, 
[4, 61 that the converse is also true: any Z’-group is the fundamental group of 
a Surface fibration. 
By an almost ‘E2 group we mean a torsion-free group which contains a Z2-subgroup 
of finite index; we denote the class of trhosf Z2 qmrps h\, 9IS’. It may help to state 
a general problem; if & denotes a class of forsio~ ,fi-cc groups, by an ~lnzost Qrou~ we 
mean a torsion-free group which contains a K-subgroup of finite index; let 9IK denote 
the class of almost K-groups. One may ask: 
General Question. For which classes K of torsion free groups is it true that 9IK = K? 
For example, the positive solution of the Nielsen Conjecture [7] shows that 
VI = E, and the StallingsGwan Theorem [X, 9] shows that for the class 3. of free 
groups. ?I3 = 3. 
In this paper. we shall show that ?IE’ # 2’ by constructing classes of U/MM 
Sut@~~ ,jhration,s whose fundamental groups are not in ‘G2; here by an chest 
S~1~fiic.c~ ,fihration we mean ;I smooth four-dimensional manifold X which is 
finitely covered by a Surface fibration. hut which is nor itself u SWfircc~ jhrution. 
Clearly. the fundamental group of an almost Surface fibration is a ?IS’-group. 
It is not known whether an arbitrary ?IG’-group is the fundamental group of an 
almost Surface fibration. or indeed. of any smoothed closed aspherical manifold. 
This is hardly surprising; before this. there were no algebraic criteria to distinguish 
VIE2 from Z’. 
The paper is organised as follo\\s: in Section 1. we review some necessary facts 
about Surface groups. and, more generally. cocompact Fuchsian groups. In [6] we 
showed that S’ has a natural division into three types according to the nature of the 
operator homomorphism of a defining extension: we show. in Section 2, that this 
trichotomy extends naturally to one on VIZ”. In Section 3, we give algebraic criteria 
which allow one to conclude that certain !!tG’ groups, of types I and II, cannot be in 
G2. Finally, in Section 4. WC construct almost Surface fibrations, of types I and II, 
whose fundamental groups satisfy the criteria of Section 3. 
The problem of performing a similar construction for mE2-groups of type III is left 
unsolved. A solution will probably require a more detailed analysis of the subgroup 
structure of the mapping class group of a surface. 
The question of whether 91G’ = C’ first arose in conversation with Charles 
Thomas; I am grateful to him for reminding me of the question persistently over 
a number of years. 
1. Recollection of Fuchsian groups 
We begin with a brief summary of the principle properties of cocompact Fuchsian 
groups. Let g. I?z,, . , IJI~ be nonnegative integers satisfying the condition that 
and let &,: ,,l,. lli:., ,,,,i, denote the group with presentation 
-%,: !,I,. !?I:. ,,), ,=(C, . . . . . Ck.X ,...., X2<,: C’;l’= .” =C;nJ=C ,... CAY/;,= I)> 
\vhere Yf y is the commutator word 9 y = rIy=, X~i , Xz,Xzi! 1 X,‘. 
The -4 <,_ ,,, 1,12. Ilii l are precisely the discrete cocompact subgroups of PSL,([w). 
Expressed geometrically. they are the discrete groups which act effectively. properly 
discontinuously, Lvith compact quotient by orientation-preserving isometries on 
.x/ I = iz E @: Im(;) > 0). the upper half-plane endowed with its natural metric 01 
curvature = - 1; we call ,?( ,:,,,,, ,,,Ai the oh.strm.t c~oc~or,~pac~t Fuch.sitrn qroup of’ sigiw 
turc ( q: f?I 1 . 111:. . MI,). Since we are not concerned here with noncompact quotients, 
\ve shall. when convenient, drop the adjective “cocompact”. and refer to the groups 
- 
,Y,(,: ,,i,, ,lil, Ilii, simply as “Fuchsian groups”. We summarisc their algebraic properties 
thus: 
(I. I) A Fuchsian group has no nontrivial finite normal subgroup. 
(1.2) The centre of a Fuchsian group is trivial. 
(1.3) An abclian subgroup of a Fuchsian group is cyclic. 
(1.4) An element of finite order in .Y?~,: , ,,, I,~. .,,Ii, is conjugate to a power of some C;. 
( 1.3 8 i,: ,?I, m:. ,,E1) has a subgroup of finite index which is torsion free. 
If:q 1 .F ~ ,(,. ,ll,.,I,_.. ..,lli~ we put P(V) = P(CJ 1~1~. 1iz2. . , rq); p(Y) represents the (suit- 
ably normalised) area of 21 fundamental domain for Y in .iy+ A subgroup of finite 
index in a Fquchsian group is also Fuchsian. and the two are related numerically by the 
Riemann-Hurwitz Theorem. which we recall as follows. 
We say that a Fuchsian group is propclr when it possesses a nontrivial element of 
finite order. Torsion-free Fuchsian groups. corresponding to the degenerate case 
k = 0. are of special interest: 
.‘/;(,g; 8) = 
c 
x,. , Xlq: fi [Xl, 15 xZ?il 
i=l j 
is the canonical presentation of the orientable Surface group of genus (1, and we write 
1, = Xi;</; 0). The condition “ii > 0” here forces g 2 2. The class of Surface groups 
also includes the fundamental groups of nonorientable surfaces of genus 2 2. These 
have presentations of the form 
cm = ‘I 
( 
C”,.... C,: fi C4 
i=o ( /’ 
In the nonorientable case, our notation is consistent with defining the genus to be that 
of the orientable double cover. Although the results of Sections 2 and 3 are all valid for 
both orientable and nonorientable surfaces, the examples of Section 4 involve only 
orientable groups, and the groups 2‘,, (n 2 2) apparently play little part in what 
follows. The subgroup structure of Surface groups is easy to describe: 
(1.7) Let H be a subgroup of a Surface group G: then H is itself a Surface group if 
and only it has finite index in G. 
(1.8) Let N be a nontrivial normal subgroup of a Surface group; the following 
conditions are equivalent: (i) N is finitely generated; (ii) N has finite index in C; (iii) N 
is a Surface group. 
(1.9) A nontrivial subgroup of infinite index in Surface group is a free group. 
(1.10) A nontrivial normal subgroup of infinite index in a Surface group is a free 
group of infinite rank. 
These properties are all “well-known”, and can be obtained reasonably easily, for 
example, from the combination of [i, lo]. 
2. A trichotomy on almost surface fibrations 
Let Out(Z) = Aut(C)/lnn(C) denote the group of outer automorphisms of a group 
2‘. In an extension (4’ = (1 + 2‘ + G 5 Q + I), the conjugation map C: G + Aut(L‘), 
c(y)(s) = gsy~‘, induces the “operator homomorphism” p* : Q + Out(C). Through- 
out this paper, C has trivial ccntre: in this case, the operator homomorphism deter- 
mines the extension up to congruence. and G is representable as a fibre product 
G = Aut(C) x Q where l!:Aut(Z) + Out (Z) is the natural homomorphism. 
v. P* 
A ~2-.str.ur~turc will mean a pair (G, X) where G is a group and 2‘ is a normal Surface 
subgroup of G such that G,;C is also a Surface group. 3’ will denote the class groups 
G which possess a S2-structure. In [6] we introduced a trichotomy on Z’: that is, if 
(G, C) is a E2-structure with operator homomorphism cp: G/C + Out(E), we say that 
(I) (G, C) is of type I when Im(cp) is an infinite subgroup of Out(C) and q~ fails to be 
injective: 
(II) (G, C) is of type II when Im(cp) is a finite subgroup of Out(C) (observe also that 
cp fails to be injective); 
(III) (G. C) is of type III when q is injective. 
This trichotomy of extensions is actually a trichotomy of groups [6, Theorem (3.211. 
The main aim of the present section is to prove a rather stronger statement is true. 
Recall that two groups G, . Gz arc said to be c,or,~nlen.slr~ah/e wh n there exists a group 
H, and injections r,:H ---) G, such that I,(H) has finite index in G, for r = 1, 2. We shall 
prove: 
We begin by recalling the following. which was proved as Proposition 2.4 in [6]. We 
use the symbol “G = G, Gz” to indicate that G is the internal direct product of its 
normal subgroups G,. G2; that is, GiaG. G1 nGz = (11. and G1. Gz = G. 
Proof. Suppose that (G, K) is of type II. Let p:G + G ‘K denote the canonical 
projection, and p*:GjK + Out(K) the operator homomorphism: then 
8 = ~~~‘(Ker(p.+)) has finite index in G, and 6 z K x Ker(p,) since K has trivial 
centre. Both K and Ker(p*) are Surface groups. the former by hypothesis, the latter 
because it has finite index in Q. This proves the forward implication. Conversely. when 
G is commensurable with a direct product of Surface groups. without loss of genera- 
lity. we may suppose that G contains a subgroup e of finite index which is an internal 
direct product 6 = Z, C, of Surface subgroups .X1, X2. Then k = K nd has finite 
index in K. so is a Surface group: it is also a normal subgroup of C, C2. Since the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied. either !? c 2, or I? c C2. Without loss of 
generality, we may take Z? c Z, and ,X2 n K = [ 1 I. The restriction of p to C2 is injective, 
and p(Z,) has finite index in G/K as Cl and G/K are Surface groups. However. 
1, centralises I?, K/k is finite and l? has trivial centre. Thus, C2 contains a subgroup C’ 
which centralises i?. and has finite index I IAut(K;i)I. Put 0 = ~(1’). Then 
0 c Ker(p*). Im(p,) is finite as 0 has finite index in G/K. and (G. K) is of type II. 0 
It follows immediately that: 
Corollary 2.4. Let G, rrrd G2 hc c.onlnienslr~L7~11~ groups poswssinq EL-strwtuws 
(G,. 1, ). (Gz, 2‘2 ): then (G,. 1, ) is o/‘ tj’pc’ II o (G,, Z2) is of’ tj‘pcj II. 
The following was proved as Lemma (3.1) of [6] 
Proof. Again, it suffices to prove this in the special case where G1 is a subgroup of 
finite index in G1. Without loss of generality, we suppose that G, is a normal subgroup 
of finite index in G, 
Suppose that (G,, C,) is of type I; put A = p ‘((t)) where p:G1 + G,/C, is the 
canonical map, and t is a nontrivial element of Ker(p,:G1/C, + Out(Z,)). C, has 
trivial centre and the extension 1 + X1 --t A l* (t) + 1 has trivial operators, so A is 
isomorphic to a direct product A 2 1, x (t) 2 2‘, x C, A2 = An G2 has finite index 
in A, and is isomorphic to a direct product A, 2 K x C, where K = C, n Gz is itself 
a Surface group, having finite index in 1,. Moreover, K 4 G2. By Lemma 2.5, the 
operator homomorphism of (G,. Z,) is not injective. Therefore, (Gz, C,) is of type I or 
type 11. If (G,, C,) is of type II, then, by Corollary 2.4, is also is (G,, I,); this is 
a contradiction. Therefore. (G,, 2‘,) is of type I. 
Conversely, when (G,. Cz) is of type 1. .X2 is a characteristic subgroup of G2 16. 
Corollary (2.8)]. Repeating a previous argument, Gz contains a subgroup A of the 
form A 2 C2 x C, , where IL is a Surface group; .Y2 a G1, since C2 is a characteristic 
subgroup of Gz, and Gz 4 G,. By Lemma 2.5. the operator homomorphism of 
(G,, C, ) is not injective, so (G,, C, ) is either type 1 or type II; if (G,. C,) is type II then, 
by Corollary 2.4, (G,, C,) is also of type 11. This is a contradiction: hence, (G,, Cl ) is of 
type I. This completes the proof. 0 
It follows from Corollaries 2.4 and 2.6. by exhaustion, that 
Corollary 2.7. Let G1 ml G2 he c~ornrncn.surrrhl~J qmips posxssing 32-structurr.s 
(G,, I,), (G2, C2); then (G,. 1,) is of’ type III -(Gz, C,) is of’ type III. 
Corollaries 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7 furnish us with a proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Any group in 91” c2 is commensurable with ;I group in s2. We thereby extend the 
trichotomy on S2 to one on \)IZ’. Let .B denote one of the three types I, II, III; say 
that a group G E 91G2 is of type .‘/ when any 2’ group H commensurable with G is of 
type .F. 
3. Nonexistence criteria for Surface tibrations 
In this section we establish criteria to show that certain extension groups are not 
in G2. 
Proposition 3.1. Let G tw u group dt:firwl by LUZ c.utcxsion t’ = (1 + .X + G 3 Q + 1) 
Mhos~ opcrutor homomorphisrrl has norltriricrl kcrncl und i@nitc image, and in \t,hich C is 
Proof. Obser\,e that p(,2’) is ;I finitely generated normal subgroup Q. Suppose that 
p (12;) # (1 I: then p(W) has finite index in Q. since Q is Fuchsian. so p(,‘l’) contains 
a Surface subgroup of finite index. Put II = Qon Kcr(p*: Q + Out(C)). where Q,, is 
;I torsion-free subgroup of tinite index in Q. From (1.10). H is a free group of infinite 
rank. Put 6 = pm1 (H): then c 1 2‘ x H. as Z has trivial centre, and the extension 
I +z‘ + d 5 H 4 1 has trivial operators. Let x1. TC? denote the projections 
R, :C; 4 2‘. TI,:(> + H; 71, is the restriction of p to 6. so that n,(dnA) = Hnp(N). 
Lvhich. since p(,V) has finite index in Q, is also free group of infinite rank. 
X is a Surface group: its infinitely generated subgroup en,%’ is free, so has the 
property that its nontrivial abelian subgroups are cyclic: 6n N is a normal subgroup 
6 2 2‘ x H: as the nontrivial normal subgroups of 2‘ and H are nonabelian. WC can 
rephrase Lemma 3.7 to conclude that either 7~~ (d n ,Y) = ( 11 or TI,((;. n N) = [ 1 ). 
7c2(Cn,‘L’) is a free group of infinite rank; thus ~[,(6n!Y) = (I). Hence 
z‘n d’v = 1 n (; n .A; = ( 11, Furthermore. ,V ccntralises Z, as both 2‘ and ,V are normal; 
but p(N) has finite index in Q so that 2‘. N has finite index in G; therefore. G contains 
a subgroup Z. :V of finite index. \vhose action on 2‘ by conjugation is by inner 
automorphisms of Z. Hcncc. the image of the operator homomorphism p* is finite. 
contradicting our hypothesis. The initial supposition. p(,Y) # ( I I. is thus false. so that 
!VCC. 0 
Let G be an extension C; = (1 ---) 2‘ ---) G !+ Q + I) where z‘ is a Surface group. Q is 
a proper Fuchsian group. Ker( p*) is nontri\ ial. and Im (/I.+.) is infinite. If N is a normal 
Surface subgroup of G then. by Proposition 3.1. h’ c 2. If N = 2‘. then GN 1 Q is 
a proper Fuchsian group: if & # 2‘. then N has finite index in 2‘. as ,V and C are both 
Surface groups. Then G,:N contains the nontrivial finite subgroup 2“N c G/.V. Either 
\vay. G ‘,2’ contains a nontrivial torsion element. and so is not a Surface group. 
proving: 
Suppose that 1 + 1, x Z2 --f G 4 @ + 1 is a group extension in which L,. C2 are 
Surf:lcc groups, @ is finite. and the operator homomorphism cp: @ + Out (Z, x Z,) 
satisfies the following condition: 
Im(cp) c Out(Z,) x Out(Z,) c Out(Z‘, x Z,), and if 7ri denotes 
the projection n, :Out(C,) x Out(C,) + Out(Zi) then 7ci (p:@ ---f Out(Z‘,) 
is injectice for i = 1, 2, and the corresponding extension 
(.9) 
I + Z, + Yt + (I, + I is a proper Fuchsian group. 
Let N be a normal Surface subgroup of G and put H, = C, x ( I ), Hz = ( I) x Zz: 
Nn(H, H,) is normal in HI H2. and is a Surface group as it has finite index in N. 
By (2.2). Nn(H, H,) is contained in either If I or Hz; without loss of generality. we 
take Nn(H, H,) c H,. 
Nn(H, H,) and H, are both Surface groups. so Nn(H, H,) has finite index in 
HI. If Nn(H, HZ) # HI, then (N, H2)/.Vn(H, H,) z H,/(NnH, H2))x Hz 
has nontrivial elements of finite order; (H 1 H,),iN n(H, Hz) imbeds in G/N, so that 
G/N has nontrivial torsion, and in particular. N is not a E’ structure on G. Thus 
Nn(H, H,) = HI; that is, H, is ;I subgroup of finite index in N. 
Observe that N/HI imbeds as a finite normal subgroup of G/H,, which is the 
Fuchsian group corresponding to the extension 1 --t (H, H,)/H, ---f G/H1 + @ + 1. 
Fuchsian groups have no nontrivial finite normal subgroups. so that HI = N and 
G/N z G/H,. However, G;H, is isomorphic to the proper Fuchsian group deter- 
mined by the extension 1 + C, + Yz + (I) + I with operator homomorphism 
rc2 q:@ + Out(C,); (G. N) is not a 8”-structure as G/N = G/H, contains nontrivial 
torsion. We have proved: 
4. Construction of almost Surface fibrations 
Let X be a smooth closed connected manifold and let 93(X) denote the group 
of diffeomorphisms of X topologised with the C’ -topology. Let C(cq) denote a 
closed orientable surface genus q 2 2. Baer [l] showed that there is an isomor- 
phism rcro[Piff(C(u))) 2 Out(C,) induced from the natural homomorphism [ 1: 
Q’iff(Z(g)) + Out(C,). A more modern treatment of this result is given by Epstein in 121. 
Let Cd denote the cyclic group of order ti; if Z: C, + Cd is a surjective homomor- 
phism we denote by X(x) the covering space of C(q) with rcl (X(Z)) = Ker(x). There is 
a free action of Cd on X(x) giving rise to an imbedding C,, c Viff(X(x)); from the 
Riemann-Hurwitz Theorem X(z) 2 Z(ri(y - 1) + 1). 
Fix integers d, y 2 2. and let I-((/, q) denote the set of pairs (a, a), where x is 
a surjective homomorphism x : G,] -+ Cd and (T is a generator of Cd c Viff(X(cr)); 
I‘(d, y) is a nonempty finite set. For any N 2 2. Out (Zw) has elements of infinite order; 
for example, we may take the image in Out(1,) of a Dehn twist on C(N). Let .F((I~, y) 
denote the set of triples (r, (r. T) where (r, 0) E T(d. 9) and z E Out(Z,,,_ ,,+ 1) is an 
element of infinite order. Clearly, .F (tl. 8) is infinite. 
Let (x, o.r)~.~(d,q), and choose an element in ‘/iff(X(x)) such that [S] = T; 
denoting the free product Cd * C, by C,, * C, = (s. t; ,sd = l), we obtain a homomor- 
phism 
$ = $(cq~,z,<):C~~*C, -+ Vin‘(X(c()) 
by means of p(s) = a; s(t) = t. Let .P’(L/) denote the cocompact Fuchsian group of 
signature(l:d.rl), y(d) = (C,, Cz, X, Y:Ct = C$ = CICzXYXmm’ Y-’ = l).acting 
on the upper half-plane N+ via : Y(d) x X+ + .A k The assignments 
cp(C,) = c/?(C,‘) = s. q(X) = t. q(Y) = 1, determine an epimorphism 
cp: y(tl) + Cd * C, Put X = X(x), and let ~1 denote the composition 
/l = JI cp:i(‘(d) + I/iff(X). WC obtain a properly discontinuous action 
.: J/‘(rl) x X x M+ + X x I?‘+ on defining qo(s, J,) = (p(y)(~), 9 J). 
Let (.yI, s2) E X x N, and suppose that YD(Z 1,.~2) = (.x1. x1). Then ,~(y)(.u,) = .v, 
and ~1 s2 = x,, implying in turn that q is conjugate to a power of some Ci, 
q = h C:h ‘. On writing yi = p(h ’ )(.yi) we see that ~‘(?‘i) = J’;. The group generated 
by 0 acts freely on X. so 0” = 1, and r = 0. Thus (1 = 1, and y(d) acts freely on 
Xx .YI+. 
Thus, Z(r, g, r. <) = .I(‘([/) ,,(X x M’, ) is a (smooth) 4-manifold. As both -iy(&#+ 
and X are compact. so also is Z(x, g, 7. f). Furthermore, as Z(x, 0. 5.7) has a covering 
ditl’eomorphic to X(x)x N, . its universal covering is diffeomorphic to 
J?(x) x .;Y _ 2 .%‘+ x .P?‘_ 2 R5, and Z(x, IT, T, f) is aspherical. By Baer’s Theorem, any 
two lifts of r are isotopic. so that the d~fl~on~orphisn~ type of Z(x, 0, r, ?) depends only 
upon (z U. 5) E .F((rl, q), and we may write 
G(x. c-7. 5) = 71, (Z(x, 0. T, 3))). 
X(z) x i//+ is a regular covering of Z with covering group 5?(11), and gives an exact 
sequence of groups 1 + 7c, (X(x) x .y + ) + G(cr, CJ, T) + sr,(d) 4 1. However, 
7c1 (X(x) x .# + ) z 71, (X(x)) 2 &- I)_ 1. We may summarise our results thus: 
In the extension (8) above, the operator homomorphism is the composition 
p* = [ ] $ cp> where [a] denotes the image in Out(C,,,_ II_ 1) ofa E Piff(X(a)); I)* is 
given explicitly on generators, thus p* ( Cl ) = p* (C, ’ ) = [a]; p*(X) = z: p*(Y) = 1. 
Clearly, p* is not injective, and Im(p,) is an infinite subgroup of Out(C,,,_ ,)+ ,) as 
T has infinite order. Therefore, the extension 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, and we obtain: 
Theorem 4.3. Each G (~1.0, T) is u ‘21s’ $jrotlp (?f’ t!‘pr I. lvhere (Ix, 0, T) E .F(d. CJ) Lltld 
d, g 2 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, G (m, (r. r)$ 2’. Denote by T: projection 71: C,, * C, + C,; 71 cp 
maps finite subgroups of Y’(rl) inlectively. so that Q(rl) = Ker(7c cp) s a torsion-free 
group of index ri in Y(d). Moreover, Q(tl) 2 z‘,,. by the Riemann--Hurwitz Theorem. 
Let G,, = pm1 (Q(d)) c G(;c. (T. T). Identifying Q(rl) with C,, we obtain an extension 
from which Go E s2. By construction. Go is of type 1. and is contained in G(r, (T, t) 
with index d. 
The simplest case of this construction occurs for d = (1 = 2, when G(r. 0. T) is an 
extension 1 + C, + G(r. (T, 7) --f Y’(2) + I, and G( x, 0, t) has a subgroup GO of index 
2oftheforml +Z3+Go+2‘1+ I. 
We proceed to construct VIZ2 groups of type II. Let d, k be coprime integers 2 2, 
and let t be a generator of CL,,. We define a surjective group hotnomorphism 
%.d: Y(d) + Ckd; thus q<,(C,) = ;rr,.,l(C’;l ) = ;“; z,,~(X) = id: n,.,,(Y) = 1. Then 
Ker(n,.d) ” zkcdm 1I. I> an d \vc have a I1 extension of the form 
1 --f I,,,_,,_, + Y(Ir) 4 CL,, --) 1. 
Reversing the roles of k. (1, we get an extension 1 + C,,o_ ,), , 4 Y’(k) + Ckri + 1. 
Both K, = 2‘,c,I_,,+, and K2 = 2‘,,,k 1, i , have trivial centres, allowing fibre product 
representations Y(ri) = Aut(K 1 ) x CL,, and Y’(k) = Aut(Kz) x Clrrl. where $,. tiz 
V. 01, V.,,i> 
are the respective operator homomorphisms; since .Y’(d) and Y(k) are Fuchsian 
groups, both $, and I/I~ are il?jective. Put A(k. d) = no- ’ (dkd) where dlrd is the diagonal 
subgroup in Ckd x Ckd, and n: Y’(rl) x Y(k) 5 CL,, x Ckd is the obvious epimorphism. 
Then n (k, rl) is a subgroup of index ktl in Y(rl) x Y’(k), and we have an extension 
1 --f K1 x K2 + d(k. rl) : Akd + I. 
Proof. Let cp.+:Akct + Out(K,)xOut(Kz) c Out(K, x Kz) denote the operator 
homomorphism, and write (i E ,I (k. (1) in the form (3 = (X 1, x2. r~), representing II (k, d) 
as a fibre product n(k.rl) = [Aut(K,)x Aut(Kz)] ,,,;?, Akd. Here (x,, ‘1) E Aut 
(K,) x dkd = Y(rl) and (rz, tl) E Atlt(K2)V~I,,4~,, = Y’(k). If ci has order k. then 
‘,I, 
(x1, a2, r~)~ = (1. 1, l), and (x1, tI)k = (I, 1. But k is coprime to (1 and Y’(d) has only 
d-torsion, so that (1,. ty) = (I. l), and ii = (1. c(2, 1). The condition 
(x2, 1) E Aut(Kz) x /lk,i implies that y2 E Kcr(\l); that is, z:7 is an inner automorphism 
v 4:’ 1 
of K2. However a; = 1 since (jk = 1. K2 is torsion free and has trivial centre, so that 
x2 = 1. Thus, d (k. rl) has no k-torsion. By symmetry, JI (k, tl) has no &torsion. But 
d (k, d) c L!‘(d) x ,2’(k) and Y((d) (resp. y(k)) has only cl-torsion (resp. k-torsion), so 
that d (k, d) is torsion free. d (k, cl) is defined by an extension satisfying (5); thus, 
A(k, d)$G’ by Theorem 3.3. Finally. JI (k. d) is of type II for it contains a subgroup of 
finite index isomorphic to a direct product of Surface groups, namely 
K, xK2 2 ~I,,,,-,,+, XZ‘d,k-l)+l. cl 
3(k. cl). being a torsion-free subgroup of finite index in Y’(rl) x Y(k), acts freely. 
properly discontinuously with compact quotient on X+ x X,: the quotient 
(.X _ x .Y ),,A (k. rl) is an almost Surface fibration of type II. as its finite covering 
(.;y. x .W,,):K, x K2 is isomorphic to a product of Surfaces (X_;K,) x (3’. K2). The 
divisibility of the order of “holonomy group” dk,, by at least two primes seems to be 
a necessary feature of this construction, for we have 
Proof. In the first instance. assume that 2‘, z Z2. so that @Pi = n(cp,(C,)) c Out(,Xi), 
@, x a2 c Out(2‘,) x Out(ZJ c Out(C, x I,), define extensions 1 + Li + .L; + 
@; + I and I + Z, x 2‘, + G --t @, x Qz + 1, respectively. Since Z1 x C2 has trivial 
centre, c is determined up to congruence by the operator homomorphism, and hence 
6 ; C; x Xi. Observe that the operator homomorphism (,D*: C,, + Out(Z‘, x X2) of 
6 is injectivc. since G is torsion free; also G imbeds as a subgroup of finite index ( 5 p) 
in c. Denote the projection to the ith factor by p;:(> -+ Zl, Clearly. pi(G) = Z,’ for 
i = 1. 2. If either @, or a2 is trivial then G z c 2 2; x 2;. As G is torsion free, 1; is 
also torsion free. and hencc a Surface group, by the positive solution to the Nielsen 
conlecture [7]. We may therefore suppose that @, 2 Q2 2 C,]. 
G occurs in an extension 1 --f 1, -+ G -2 Z; + 1 where X2 is a Surface group: if 
1; is torsion free. then C; is a Surface group [7], and so GE 2’ as claimed. By 
symmetry, WC also have G E Z’ if 1; is torsion free. 
When neither C;, .Xi is torsion free. both are semi-direct products, .Yixl C,, r 1;. 
Choose .Y E G so that CT = (p(r) is a generator of C,. and write ,i(_u) = ((J*, , cr). 
(J.?. a)) (J., E 1;). where ,i denotes the inclusion i:G c 1; x 1;. Put 3 = 1‘~ !Y E G, 
where j’ = I(!‘~. .I‘,,); then ,i(-) = ((1, (T). (1, (T)) is a nontriviai element of finite order 
in G. Sincc,i is injective. z is a nontrivial element of finite order in G. This contradicts 
the hypothesis that G is torsion free. and completes the proof when 1, & X2. 
Finally. consider the case where X1 2 X2 2 . 2‘. then Out(L‘x C) is isomorphic 
to the \t~errr/~ p~~~duc~~. Out (I) )C, = (Out(C) x Out(Z)) x C1, with C2 acting on 
Out(I) x Out(Z) by interchange of factors [S]. When Im(cp,) c Out(Z) x Out(Z). the 
proof proceeds as above; this is the case for p odd as the composition $ (p*: C,, --t C2 
is tr;vial where rb denotes the projection $:Out(X) (’ C2 --* C2. In the remaining case. 
whenp=Zand$ (p.+:C2+C 2 is an isomorphism. we will show that G cannot be 
torsion free. 
Let z dcnotc the gcncrator of Cz. and represent q*:C2 + (Out(C) x Out(,?J)xlC, 
in the form (P*(T) = ([z], [p]: T) where [z] denotes the class in Out(Z) of x E Aut(Z). 
Then cp* (s)’ = ( [x/j], [/I’S]; I ): since ? = 1. it follows that (p*(7) = ([x], [xK’1; 7). The 
homomorphism +:C, + (Aut(Z) x Aut(X))xlC, 2 Aut(Z‘x X). c/;(r) = (x, I~ ‘; r), is 
a lifting of the operator homomorphism (p+ to Aut(C x C). Thus A splits, contradicting 
the hypothesis that G is torsion free. This completes the proof. 0 
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